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Abstract 

Recently, Bu spaces are defined by some authors in various context. The 
goal of this note is to provide an equivalent expression based on the work 
by Feichtinger as well as the one by Alvarez, Guzman-Partida and Lakey. 
The description of the real interpolation of Bu spaces is obtained as an 
application, which will supplement the results by Nakai and Sobukawa in 
their 2016 paper. 

1 Introduction 

Let E be a Banach lattice with the Fatou property. We recall the definition of the 
E-based Bu space Bu(E)(ffi.n). 

Definition 1. 1. Let Ebe a ball quasi-Banach function space. Then, for a- E [O, oo), 
we define the E-based nonhomogeneous Bu space Bu(E)(ffi.n) and the E-based ho
mogeneous Bu space lt(E)(ffi.n) as the sets off E L 0 (ffi.n) for which llfllBa-(E) = 
supr-ullfX[-r,rJnllE < 00 and llfll_ao-(E) = supr-ullfX[-r,rJnllE < oo, respectively. 
r~l r>O 

We are interested in the case where a- > 0 since B 0 (E)(ffi.n) and B0 (E)(ffi.n) 
coincides with E thanks to the Fatou property of E. 

We present our main result in this note based on the work by Feichtinger [3, 
Theorem 6] as well as the one by Alvarez, Guzman-Partida and Lakey [1, (2.3)]. 

Theorem 1.2. Let a-> 0 and let E be a Banach lattice with the Fatou property. 

1. We have equvalence of norms: 

for any measurable function f. 

2. We have equvalence of norms: 

for any measurable function f. 
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Thus, it makes sense to define E-based Herz spaces K;(IR.n) (nonhomogeneous) 

and k; (ffi.n) (homogeneous) by the norms 

1 

II fxo,,, 11 E + { t, ( 2-jc II f X[-V ,v1•11-,,-' ,v- '1• II E )'} ' 

and 
1 

{,too ( 2-j, 11 fx[-V ,VJ• \[-V-> ,V-']" 11 E )'}' , 

respectively. 
As an application of Theorem 1.2, we prove the following real interpolation 

result: 

Theorem 1.3. Let cr1 > cr0 > 0, and let E adn E be a compatible couple of Banach 
lattices over ffi.n with the Fatou property. 

1. With equivalence of norms, ( B(Y0 ( E) (ffi.n), B(Y1 ( E) (ffi.n) )o,q = K£q-O)O'o+Oai (ffi.n). 

2. With equivalence of norms, ( B(Y0 ( E) (ffi.n), B(Y1 ( E) (ffi.n) )o,q = k£q-O)O'o+Oai (ffi.n). 

Theorem 1.3 supplements [4, Theorem 3.1], where Nakai and Sobukawa worked 
in more general setting. In particular, 

the result for homogeneous spaces, can be found in [4]. 

2 Preliminary 

Here we collect some preliminary facts, which are oritented the interpolation of 
vector-valued function spaces. First of all for k > 0 and a Banach space E, define 
the Banach space kE by 

kE = E, llf llkE = kllf llE (f E kE). 

First we calcuate the K-functional of ( 2ao E, 2a1 E). 

Lemma 2.1. Let Ebe a Banach space. Then for any f EE, a0 , a1 E IR. and t > 0, 

Proof. By the decompositions f = f + 0 = 0 + f, we have K(f, t; 2a0 E, 2a1 E) :::; 
min(2ao, 2a1 t) llf llE• 

Let <I> : E -+ C be a bounded linear functional such that <I>(!) = llfllE with 
norm 1. Choose any g E E. Then we have 
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since <I> has the norm 1. By taking the real part, we obtain 

Since the right-hand side is a linear function of Re(<I>(g)), 

By taking the infimum over all g E 2ao E = E, we obtain K(f, t; 2ao E, 2a1 E) 2 
min(2ao, 2a1t) IIJIIE• D 

The proof of the next lemma is a slight modification of the proof of [2, Theorem 
5.6.1]. Here for the sake of convenience, we provide a detailed proof. 

Lemma 2.2. Let {EJ}~-oo be a sequence of Banach spaces. Then for -oo < s0 < 
S1 < OO, 

(£"°({2sojE-}D<J_ ) £"°({2sijE-}D<J_ )) =£q({2((1-0)so+0s1)jE-}D<J_ ) 
J J--00 ' J J--00 0,q J J--00 

Proof. Let {IJ}~-oo E (£00 ( {2soj Ej}~_00 ), £00 ( {2sd Ej}~_00 ))0,q• Then we have 

K( {Jj }~_00 , 2\ £"°( {2soj Ej }~_00 ), £00 ( {2sij Ej }~_00 )) 

Thus, 

= inf sup(2s0jll9JIIE- + 2sij+kll!J - 9JIIE) 
{gj}~_ooETI~-oo Ej jE'L J J 

= sup inf (2sojll9JIIE + 2sij+kll!J - 9JIIE) 
jEZ {gj}~_ 00 ETI~-oo Ej J J 

= sup min(2soj' 2s1j+k) IIJJ II Er 
JEZ 

rk0 sup min(2soj' 2sij+k) llfj IIEj 
jEZ 

= sup min(r((s1-so)j+k)0' 2((s1-so)j+k)(l-0))2(1-0)soj+0sij llfj IIEj. 
jEZ 

Consequently, 

2(1-0)sok+0s1 k 11 f k 11 Ek 

:s; rk0 sup min(2soj, 2sd+k) llfj IIEj 
jEZ 

1 

'., {,too (min(2-((-, -ao);+>)O' 2((.,-,o)i+')('-'))2('-')'"H'"' II/; II s,l'}" 

If we take the £q-norm over k E Z, then we obtain 

{!·}"° E £q({2((1-0)so+0s1)j E-}"° ) 
J J=-00 J 1=-00 • 

We can reverse the argument to have 

(£"°({2soj E-}D<J_ ) £"°({2sij E-}D<J_ )) ~ £q({2((1-0)so+0s1)j E-}D<J_ ). 
J J--00 ' J J--00 0,q J J--00 

Thus, the proof is complete. □ 
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3 Proof of Theorem 1. 2 

We concentrate on the nonhomogeneous space Ba-(E)(JRn). One inequality 2; is 
clear. So, we have only to prove S We remark that 

With this remark in mind, we fix j. We estimate 

j 

:=; r 1(J"llfX[-l,I]n IIE + rJo- L llfX[-2k,2k]n\[-2k-1,2k-l]n IIE 
k=l 

j 

:=; rJo-llfX[-1,I]n IIE + rJo- L 2ko- sup rZrrllfx1-2z,21Jn\1-2z-1,21-l]n IIE 
k=l ZEN 

;S llfx1-1,1Jn IIE + sup rZrrllfX[-2l,2l]n\[-2l-1,2l-l]n IIE, 
ZEN 

as required. 

4 Proof of Theorem 1.3 

This time we concentrate on the homogeneous space Ba-(E)(JRn); the non-homogeneous 
space can be handled similarly but the proof is less simplified. Set 

We also set 

£00 ( {rJo- E}JEz) = { {fJ}fa=-oo : f1 EE (j E Z), 

Thanks to Theorem 1.2, the mapping 

f E Ba(E)(JRn) f----+ UX[-2J,2J]n\[-2J-1,2j-l]n}fa=-oo E £00 ({r1(J"EjhEz) 

is an isomorphism. We have 

thanks to Lemma 2.2. Thus, by Theorem 1.2 once again, we obtain the desired 
result. 
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